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Vajrasattva
Preface

This text, entitled in Tibetan gDod-ma'i rnal-'byor gyi lam khyer nyin mtshan 'khor-lo-ma, was written by Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche prior to a retreat led by him at the Dzogchen Community of Conway, Massachusetts, in October, 1983. In the Longde Series of Dzogchen teachings, there are found the instructions of Garab Dorje on how to practice contemplation continuously both day and night. The present text is a synopsis of these practices.

According to the Buddhist tradition of Tibet, Garab Dorje was the first human teacher of the Dzogchen system of contemplation practice. The Tibetan term Dzogchen has usually been translated as “The Great Perfection” and in Tibet it represents the quintessence of the Buddhist teachings. Garab Dorje is said to have been born in the country of Uddiyana to the northwest of India and to have received the transmission of Dzogchen immediately from Vajrasattva, the sambhogakāya aspect of Buddhahood. Vajrasattva had received the transmission directly in a mind-to-mind fashion from the Primordial Buddha Samantabhadra. From Garab Dorje, Dzogchen was transmitted to Mañjuśrīmitra, and from him to Jñānasūtra and Śrīsimha. In the eighth century c.e., the transmission of the Dzogchen precepts was brought to Tibet by Guru Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra, and the translator Vairocana.

Notes
From the time of the above masters, the Dzogchen teachings have been transmitted from master to student in an uninterrupted fashion. In the system of the Nyingmapa sect of Tibet, Dzogchen, which is also called Atiyoga, is known as the ninth vehicle among the nine vehicles into which the teachings of the Buddha were classified. However, the introduction of Dzogchen into Tibet long antedates the rise of sects among Tibetan Buddhists. Many eminent masters belonging to the four principal sects of Tibetan Buddhism, including such illustrious figures as the Fifth Dalai Lama, the Third Karmapa, and Drugpa Padma Karpo have practiced these teachings openly. Many others have practiced them secretly. Therefore, it is certain that Dzogchen is not the exclusive property of any one sect and, in truth, these teachings transcend any sectarian, cultural, or national limitations.

Dzogchen pertains to understanding in one's immediate experience the primordial state of the individual, the unconditioned nature of the mind. This nature of the mind transcends the specific contents of mind, the thoughts arising in the mind which reflect one's psychological, cultural and social conditioning. One may make the same distinction between the mirror which has the natural and inherent capacity to reflect and the reflections which are seen in it. The mirror is not to be confused with the reflections which appear in it. The presentation of Dzogchen here, shorn of such limitations, follows in the Rimed or non-sectarian tradition of the recent great masters of eastern Tibet, such as Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, Jamgon Kongtrul, Chogyur Lingpa, and Adzom Drugpa.

The numbers found in the translation of the text refer to the individual verses in the Tibetan text. The notes which follow the translation are arranged accordingly. These notes are drawn from the oral commentary to the text given by Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche at the Conway retreat, October 8-9, 1983. At that time, Norbu Rinpoche spoke in Italian, while Kennard Lipman and John Shane translated the commentary into English.
Finally, the translator of the text wishes to thank Dr. Kennard Lipman and Mr. John Shane for their invaluable assistance in rendering this text into proper English. He also wishes to thank the many members of the Dzogchen Community of Conway who participated in this project in one way or another. May this translation prove of practical benefit to all who read it.

SARVA MANGALAM.

John Myrdhin Reynolds
Conway, Massachusetts
November 1983
Garab Dorje
The Cycle 
Of 
Day and Night

In the Tibetan language:  
gDod-ma'i rnal-'byor gyi lam khyer nyin mtshan 'khor-lo-ma.

In the English language: “The Cycle of Day and Night Where One Proceeds Along the Path of the Primordial Yoga.”

Homage to the Master.

(1) I pay homage with great devotion of my three gates (of body, voice, and mind) to all the Masters of the Dzogchen Lineage, such as Changchub Dorje, who encompasses within himself all of the Buddha Families, as well as Urgyen Tenzin and Dorje Paldron. (2) The Primordial Buddha Samantabhadra and the glorious Vajrasattva transmitted the method for proceeding along the path of the essence of Atiyoga to Garab Dorje, the supreme teacher. Desiring to explain a little of the nectar of this teaching, I entreat the Đākinīs to grant me their permission.
(3) We should always train our minds with the fourfold change of attitude and we should never separate ourselves from that yoga in which we are aware of our own innate presence as being our true Master. Continuing with this mindful awareness without distraction in the four moments (of eating, sitting, walking, and sleeping) is the root of the practice.

(4) Certainly, with respect to the day and the night, there does exist a principal daily practice which proceeds as a continuous cycle. The practice of the day which governs the activities of the three moments (of eating, sitting, and walking) is comprised of three topics: understanding, stabilizing, and progressing in the practice.

(5) (With respect to the first of these three topics): at the outset, we should understand what we have not yet understood. All phenomena which are either seen or heard, however many of them there may be, are like so many false images, even though they may appear to be very diverse. Thus we can conclusively determine that they are merely a magical display of the mind. (6) The nature of the mind is from the very beginning empty and without a self. Having nothing concrete about it, its aspect which is luminous clarity is unobstructed (and uninterrupted), like the moon reflected on the water. This is that ultimate primal awareness of pure presence within which there is no duality of emptiness and clarity. We should understand that this primal awareness is naturally and spontaneously self-perfected.

(7) Since we recognize that (external) appearances are merely ornaments (or embellishments) of the real condition of existence, appearances which arise to the alertly relaxed six sense aggregates are self-liberated into their own condition (whenever they arise). Since we recognize that pure presence is just primal awareness as such, manifestations of our passions and karmic traces are self-liberated into their own condition
(whenever they arise). (8) Since appearances and pure presence are recognized to be inseparable, thoughts which grasp at the duality of subject and object are self-liberated into their own condition (whenever they arise). Furthermore, the methods of self-liberation through bare attention, self-liberation upon the arising of thoughts, and self-liberation as such, are the means for progressing along the path of practice according to the intent of this yoga.

(9) The awareness arising at the first sudden instant (of sense contact) is indeed that pure presence which arises without correction (or modification) and which is uncreated (by causes). This very condition of existence which transcends the limitations of both subject and object is the authentic self-originated primal awareness of pure presence. (10) With respect to this pure presence, the three aspects of the state of Samantabhadra are truly complete: being devoid of any karmic traces, its Essence which is the dharmakāya is emptiness; being devoid of thoughts and concepts, its Nature which is the sambhogakāya is clarity; being devoid of any desires or attachments, (its Energy) which is the nirmāṇakāya, is unobstructed (and uninterrupted).

(11) Such an awareness, in just its coming into being, is entirely devoid of dualistic thoughts which think in terms of subject and object, and so (external appearances) arise as manifestations of clarity without any grasping (at conceptions or judgments). Appearances present themselves in the state of the real condition of existence. (12) Because this unconditioned, natural, instantaneous awareness encounters the real condition of existence as its Mother, (we speak of it as) the dharmakāya. Remaining in this condition of spontaneously self-perfected pure presence is the natural state of the Great Perfection.

(13) With respect to stabilizing (our practice, which is the second topic): we proceed along the path by way of the three
instructions for integrating, for relaxing with presence, and for progressing in the practice. As for the first method, that of integrating: while sitting comfortably and being completely relaxed, we integrate (our awareness) into the sky in front of ourselves. (14) When we settle thus into an alert relaxed state without distraction and without constructed meditation, this initial awareness which is like (the clear empty) sky is also a condition devoid of any attachments or grasping (at conceptions and judgments). It is just luminous clarity or just pure presence, and it is similar to a moment of surprised astonishment. This pure presence arises in a bare and naked fashion without duality or distinction between the calm state and the movement of thoughts.

(15) While continuing in contemplation, without falling under the power of either drowsiness or agitation, we find ourselves in a state which is present in profound lucidity and vividness. With regard to continuing in a state of contemplation, even though we may engage in calling up thoughts, thrusting them aside, causing them to repeat, or expanding upon them, they remain in their own condition (whenever they arise) without our being distracted, and are self-liberated.

(16) After having attained this state, when we arise from the period of contemplation, the measure of our stability (in the practice) is our discerning whether or not we are subject to the power of conditioning thoughts. Experiences during meditation (arise spontaneously), like the rising of the light of the sun or of the moon. These experiences, such as visions, changes in breathing, and so on, as they arise are unconditioned by conceptions (or judgments). (17) As for experiences which appear after the period of contemplation: we may see all appearances as being illusions, or we may consider every appearance to be empty. (We may be capable of remaining) in a state of pure presence and it seems that no discursive thoughts arise, or we may think we can engage in activities without making any mistakes.
As for our entire dimension: because of perceiving external objects and their analyses (on the one hand), and vivid and discursive thoughts (on the other hand), as empty, we attain the supreme dharmakāya, which is the nature of mind. Since this (condition) is in no way contaminated by thoughts, characteristics, or cognitions, we come to attain a pure primal awareness unsullied by discursive thoughts.

Since our obscurations and karmic traces are now completely purified, our passions are no longer out of control. Because this is the case, even though we may be (ordinary individuals), we now find ourselves raised higher than all the realms of saṃsāra, and we are known to belong to the family of the Exalted Ones (Arhats).

As to the instructions for relaxing with presence: whenever appearances arise, in whatever way they may arise, without any correction or modification, (we should look upon them) as mere ornaments or embellishments of the primordial state itself (which is the real condition of existence). In that state, our internal pure presence is uncorrected, clear, vivid, and naked. Thus, while relaxing alertly with presence, (when thoughts arise) we relax them into their own condition just as it is.

With respect to the objects of the six sense faculties: when they simply arise as ornaments (of the state of presence) in a lucid fashion without any obstruction and without any intellectual analyses, then they are entirely perfect just as they are, as the potency of pure presence without any grasping (after conceptions or judgments). Continuing in this state without any duality is said to be relaxing with presence.

While continuing in the period of contemplation, without engaging in any analyses of the objects of the five senses, (appearances are allowed) to arise clearly and luminously in an alertly relaxed fashion without any distraction or grasping (after conceptions and judgments). Then, after having concluded a period of contemplation, a primal awareness will present itself which is based on one or another of the objects of the six sense
aggregates; any such appearances (whether material or not) will seem to have no concrete reality.  

(23) Whenever discursive thoughts engendered by the five poisons arise, we alertly relax in the face of them without grasping (at conceptions or judgments). (On the other hand) we should not try to block them with some antidote or transform them by means of some method. (Since they are neither blocked nor transformed), the passions which arise on the path are self-liberated and a primal awareness is present.

(24) Experiences arising during meditation practice manifest as clarity and emptiness. They are found present in a state of vision and emptiness, or in a state of the continuing movement of thoughts and emptiness, or in a state of pleasurable sensation and emptiness, and so on. Thus, there may arise various conscious experiences of the presence of pleasurable sensation, of clarity, and of nondiscursiveness.

(25) As for our entire dimension: understanding all phenomena as the dharmakāya, this uncorrected awareness of the state of existence as it is in itself is present like a perfect sphere which is uniform, whole, and without duality. Because of this, (it is said that) we have attained the dimension of primordial awareness, and a primal awareness of clarity is present. (26) Since objects which we perceive are actually manifestations of the real condition of existence, our passions and obscurations become purified. Because this primal awareness of pure presence is present, we disentangle ourselves from engaging in any sort of negative behavior. And since we have become liberated from our passions, karmic traces, and obscurations, we are known to belong to the family of the noble Bodhisattvas.

(27) As for progressing in the practice (which is the third topic to be considered): in an uncorrected, spontaneously self-perfected state, this initial instantaneous awareness remains
present and unmodified. It is a nondiscursive pure presence which is lucid and vivid. Thus our continuity of awareness remains stable and undistracted. (28) While continuing in a period of contemplation, neither influenced by drowsiness nor by agitation, everything manifests itself as emptiness, which is the real condition of existence. Then, after having concluded a period of contemplation, without being conditioned by thoughts, we should continue in the state of the nature of mind, just as it is in itself.

(29) With respect to experiences during meditation, we find ourselves in a nondual state, whether we are meditating or not meditating. All appearances arise entirely as the manifestation of the energy of our contemplation. The real condition of the existence of all phenomena, just as they are, presents itself without moving from the naturally occurring primordial situation.

(30) As for our entire dimension: all phenomena, whether visible or invisible, are entirely purified of themselves in the state of the real condition of existence. Therefore, we attain the supreme dimension of nonduality, and a supreme primal awareness which is in no way clothed (in mental activities) is present. (31) Through completely purifying our obscurations to knowledge, we thus attain a knowledge of all phenomena just as they are in the real condition of their existence. Since we are entirely liberated from any duality in relation to the one who understands and that which is understood, we are known to belong to the family of the omniscient Tathāgatas.

(32) Now, with respect to proceeding along the path through the practice of the night, here we should train ourselves in two practices: one in the evening when we fall asleep and the other in the morning when we awaken again. In the evening (before falling asleep) we should allow our sense faculties to
settle into a condition of continuous contemplation. Furthermore, we should integrate our practice of concentration with our sleep.

(33) At the moment of falling asleep, we should visualize a white letter A or a small sphere of five colored lights in the space between the eye brows. This is visualized clearly as being just about the size of a pea. First we fix our awareness on this; then we relax our awareness a bit and allow ourselves to fall asleep.

(34) When we fall asleep in a state in which the six sense aggregates are alertly relaxed into their own condition, our awareness does not become polluted by the grime of discursive thoughts and the natural clear light appears. We thus find ourselves in the presence of the real condition of existence without any discursive thoughts (distracting us).

(35) Or then again, when we observe this instantaneous awareness (at the moment it arises), we cannot see anything whatsoever in it that can be identified as calm or the movement of thought. Thus, finding ourselves in a state of alert vibrant presence, we settle into a quiet awareness and fall asleep.

(36) The process of falling asleep is the cause of our entering into the clarity of the real condition of existence. (Our senses) are then absorbed completely into the dharmadhātu in a state of pure presence. For as long as we are falling asleep, it is possible to continue finding ourselves being present in the state of just that real condition of existence.

(37) Having become entirely disengaged from our karmic traces of a material body, our karmic traces of vision, and our karmic traces of mental activity, no further mental activity will arise (prior to the onset of dreaming.) We continue to find ourselves in the presence of the state of the real condition of existence. Thus, we will experience a certain degree of merging with the natural clear light.

(38) (At the moment when we actually) fall asleep, no discursive thoughts whatsoever will arise and our state of pure presence is absorbed into its Mother (the natural clear light) and we find ourselves
present in the state of the real condition of existence. Subsequent to this period of contemplation (which is the natural clear light), we will come to recognize our dreams to be merely dreams when we enter into the dream state. Finding ourselves freed of all illusions, (dreams) manifest in a helpful friendly fashion as our dimension and our primordial awareness.

(39) In the early morning, (immediately upon awakening), a primal awareness arises which is uncorrected and present in its own condition. If we remain in this natural state without distraction and without meditating on anything, then we will find ourselves quietly present, undisturbed by any discursive thoughts. This is known as the state of the Guru Samantabhadra.

(40) Looking directly into the face of that state (of pure presence), we observe with bare attention who it is that is meditating. Not finding anything recognizable (or confirmable) there, a lucid and naked self-originated primal awareness self-liberates as it arises. Then a nondual primal awareness becomes present. (41) At that moment, finding ourselves beyond all objective vision, and transcending all discursive thoughts which grasp at duality, a primal awareness of nondiscursiveness becomes clearly manifest. Since we are aware, a primal awareness of clarity, unsullied (by the taint of discursive thoughts), becomes clearly manifest. Since there is no duality (of subject and object present), a primal awareness of pleasurable sensation becomes clearly manifest. (42) Since we have come to understand that all phenomena are in themselves actually the real condition of existence, a primal awareness which is in no way mistaken becomes supremely manifest. And since a primal awareness of quantity (which knows each thing in its individuality) becomes clearly manifest in its entirety, the inherent nature of the three dimensions of our existence becomes supremely manifest.
(43) When one practices the essence of this yoga both day and night, the whole of our dimension of life enters into contemplation. Becoming familiar with the practice, our passions will arise on the path (as something useful to us). Certainly we will attain the full measure of accomplishing the benefit of beings, whose numbers are equal to the vastness of the sky, because of realizing the three dimensions of our existence. (44) The measure of our familiarity (with this practice is the degree to which we are able to) recognize our dreams to be dreams while we are still asleep. Since attachments to sensations of pleasure and pain (will be overcome day by day), we find ourselves in a state of integration, in no way clothed (in concepts or judgments). Because primal awareness is present, all appearances arise as friends (who can help us on the path). The continuity of illusion is thus interrupted and we find ourselves in the presence of the state of the real condition of existence. (45) Since the practitioner of Atiyoga, throughout both the day and the night, remains without moving from this state of the real condition of existence, it is said that he or she may realize Buddhahood even in the instant between two breaths. So it was said by that great being Garab Dorje.

(46) With regard to the passions arising on the path (as something useful in our practice), without categorizing phenomena (as either good or bad), we find them present in the state of the real condition of existence. Because all of them are present in total awareness, without there being any conceptualizing with regard to them, we recognize delusion (itself as being nothing other than) nondiscursiveness. Phenomena manifest (nondiscursively) as the real condition of existence just as it is in itself. (47) All phenomena which appear as objects of the six sense aggregates are present in luminous clarity and lacking in any inherent nature. Because of that, we recognize anger to have the character of clarity and it manifests now as the primal awareness of clarity. (48) Everything which manifests externally is the real condition of existence, while internally, pure presence is primal awareness. Because the sensation of great
bliss, which is without any dualistic distinctions, has the nature of Energy, we recognize desires to represent in actuality the potency of great bliss. There thus manifests a primal awareness of the sensation of great bliss which is spontaneously self-perfected without any limitations.

(49) Moreover, other beings are benefitted by way of the three dimensions of our existence. Furthermore, the three poisonous passions manifest themselves entirely as the dimension of our existence and its inherent primordial awareness. And because of that, everything which arises from them is present also as our dimension of existence and its inherent primordial awareness. (50) Because what we call 'passions' no longer exist, no further causes for transmigrating in saṃsāra exist. With respect to that, even though we may think to call this condition 'nirvāṇa', in reality it is simply the multitude of virtuous qualities (of our primordial state of Buddhahood) spontaneously manifesting themselves in self-perfection, without any corrections or modifications being made to them. Like the sun rising in the sky, we may say that this is just clarity as such.

(51) With respect to this method: the sphere of activity of students should embrace the five capacities of willingness to participate, diligence, mindful presence, concentration, and intelligence. In accordance with whatever instructions we have received from the supreme vehicle (of Atiyoga), we should know how to realize for ourselves the harmonious conditions for completing and perfecting (these five capacities).

(52) Having stated all this, by virtue of these few succinct words which give a little of the nectar of the state of the Master Kunzang Garab Dorje, may I and all other beings, equal in numbers to the vastness of the sky, who are linked with me (karmically and spiritually), come quickly to attain the very status of the victorious Jina Samantabhadra!
This text, which is intended for those who desire to participate in the supreme vehicle of Dzogchen, was set down in memory of Mr. Paul Anderson, who has passed away peacefully. Because we are beginning a retreat at the Dzogchen Community of Conway in the eastern part of America, this text was written by the Dzogchen practitioner Namkhai Norbu in the year of the Water-Pig in the ninth month on the third day, which is surely a day of good fortune!

Conway, Massachusetts
October 9, 1983

At the request of Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche and in collaboration with the members of the Dzogchen Community of Conway, this text on the continuous practice of Dzogchen contemplation was translated into the English language by Vajranatha, John Myrdhin Reynolds.

SARVA MANGALAM
Notes To The Text

Based on the Oral Commentary of Namkhai Norbu

Title: The title of this text in Tibetan is gDod-ma'i rnal-'byor gyi lam khyer nyin mtshan 'khor-lo-ma. "Primordial Yoga" (gdod-ma'i rnal-'byor) refers to the knowledge of the primordial state of the individual which is called in Tibetan rig-pa, 'pure presence, intrinsic awareness.' Primordial Yoga is a synonym for Atiyoga and for Dzogchen. The latter term is usually translated as 'the Great Perfection.' Here this teaching is put into practice (lam khyer, 'proceeding along the path'). Since this is not just a retreat practice, but one which is practiced in a continuous fashion both day and night, it is said to be like a wheel.

I. Salutation

(1) The title is followed by the salutation to the Masters and by two verses of invocation. Here the author invokes his own Root Master, Changchub Dorje of Nyala Gar in Derge, East Tibet. It was this Master who revealed to the author the essential meaning of Dzogchen in terms of immediate experience as opposed to mere intellectual comprehension. He then invokes the name of his uncle Urgyen Tenzin, who was his first Master, and the name of Dorje Paldron (Ayo Khandro) who conferred upon him the Dzogchen Yangti precepts and other teachings.
(2) All teachings are linked to their transmission. In the case of Dzogchen, these teachings originate with the Primordial Buddha Samantabhadra who is the dharmakāya aspect of Enlightenment. He transmitted them in a direct fashion mind-to-mind to Vajrasattva who is the sambhogakāya aspect of Enlightenment. He in turn transmitted them in a symbolic fashion (brda brgyud) to the first human teacher of Dzogchen, Garab Dorje, who is the nirmāṇakāya aspect. Garab Dorje transmitted the teachings orally (snyan brgyud) to Manjusrimitra and to the Dakinis. The author then requests permission of the Dakinis, who are the custodians of these teachings, so that he may explain a little of the meaning of Dzogchen precepts. These enlightened female beings were responsible for compiling the Dzogchen precepts received from Garab Dorje into esoteric texts called Tantras. These Tantras are arranged in three series of texts: Semde (sems-sde), 'the Mind Series,' Longde (klong-sde), 'the Space Series,' and Upadesa or Managide (man-ngag gi sde), 'the Secret Instruction Series.'

II. Preliminary Practice

(3) One must always train oneself in four awareness: 1. the difficulty of obtaining a human birth, 2. the impermanence of life, 3. the universality of suffering in samsāra, and 4. the causes and consequences of one's actions (karma).

Practically speaking, this means that in whatever practice one does, one has to be aware. For example, if one knows how to do a practice, but because of distraction or laziness, one does not do it, why does this happen? It happens because one is not aware, and to be aware means not to waste one's time. Also, to be aware means that one ought to know the preciousness of the teaching and the unique occasion of having the possibility to practice. From this comes the knowledge of the consequences of losing this occasion. All of this involves what we call being aware.

Now, usually, when we speak about these four awarenesses, we speak first about the importance of human birth.
When one learns the nondro (sngon-'gro), for example, one learns the eighteen characteristics of this human birth one by one. But one should also know that although one is born a human being, this situation is also impermanent. The example here is given of a merchant who went to an island of jewels but came back empty-handed, because of a lack of awareness. When one enters the state of the bardo, one is in the same state as a dog, for example, if one has proceeded through life without awareness of one’s situation, its preciousness and its impermanence. Usually, Buddhists make an analysis of the impermanence of the world and of the individual; however, the important thing is not to know how to make a lot of analyses, but to simply have the presence of this awareness. Even if one is aware of this impermanence, but has not become active in regard to it, then the important issue of karma has not been resolved. One goes on accumulating negative causes, which have their negative consequences: the result of this is transmigration and suffering. When one is aware of these things, then one can be more active in regard to them.

To train oneself in these four awarenesses means, above all, to try to be present and aware in any given moment or circumstance. This does not mean just to study and analyze. For example, there are people who learn and then do the nondro for a long time. When they study these four awarenesses, they first learn how to analyze what the conditions are to which a human being is subject: the ten so-called perfections (five internal and five external) and the eight conditions which must be lacking. Further, they study how different masters have analyzed these. Finally, when they actually begin to practice, they are told to concentrate on these arguments, the first ten for ten days, for example, and then the second eight for eight days. Many people do it this way, and this is how it was intended to be done, that is, concentrating on each phase of the argument and training oneself in it.

But in the Dzogchen teaching, these awarenesses do not function in this way. One does not have to establish an argument and confirm it. Arguments and statements are made
by human beings. Let us take the example of the Buddha speaking about the preciousness of human birth and its impermanence. He gave the examples of clouds in the autumn sky, a mountain stream, a drama, a flickering of candle light. Taking up these examples, people enumerated and analyzed them, and created a whole type of reasoning about impermanence. But the Buddha did not go about constructing an argument based on his examples; he tried to make people understand something using various methods. The principal thing is not to concentrate on these various arguments, but to have the presence of what they are referring to. It is not important to analyze how human birth enters into these eighteen categories, for example. What one has to know is that a human birth is better than that of a cat or a dog, for a human being knows how to think and understand language. A human being also has a greater capacity for doing evil than cats or dogs, as in making atomic weapons, for example. But human beings also have the capacity for realization in this life, and thus they have a superior capacity to animals. This is the true importance of human birth; being aware that this is how it is, is what we mean by awareness and mindfulness.

If we have to go and study all these analyses it becomes very complicated, not only for Westerners, but also for Tibetans. In this way the real sense often becomes lost. Awareness does not only mean these four types, but it means not to be distracted and to try to do one’s best in everything. This is the way to train yourself (rgyud sbyang) in being present. This is known as the ordinary preliminary practice.

But the root of the practice is the Guru Yoga which constitutes the extraordinary preliminary practice. Teachings such as Tantra and Dzogchen are linked to transmission. Transmission is a means to make the state of the individual (rig-pa) understood at the level of immediate experience, whether through words or symbols or directly mind to mind. The function of the Master (bla-ma) is to bring the practitioner to the realization that the nature of the mind (sems-nyid) is like a mirror. One’s pure presence or intrinsic awareness (rig-pa) is
like the capacity of that mirror to reflect everything, whether beautiful or ugly. These reflections arise as characteristics or qualities of the mirror itself. But because the nature or capacity of this mirror is not seen, one mista$kkes the reflections for something solid and independently real. Thus one becomes conditioned by these reflections, and acting on the basis of this false assumption, one falls again into transmigration. It is the Master who introduces the practitioner to this distinction between mind or thoughts (sems) on the one hand and the nature of the mind (sems-nyid) on the other. When one begins to understand this, one can truly speak of a transmission of knowledge, knowledge not just in terms of intellectual comprehension, but of actual experience.

In the context of Dzogchen, the term yoga (rnal-'byor) does not simply mean 'union' as it does ordinarily, but rather one who possesses ('byor-ba) a knowledge of one's natural state (rnal-ma); that is to say, one finds oneself in the presence of this knowledge of one's primordial condition which is called rig-pa or pure presence. This being aware (shes-pa) of one's own innate pure presence or intrinsic awareness is one's true Master (bla-ma). The opposite of this condition is ignorance (ma rig-pa). One should not be separated from this awareness at any moment. The four moments or occasions are eating, walking, sitting, and sleeping. In Dzogchen, the principal point is not to be distracted (ma yengs) and to continue (skyong-ba) in the presence of this mindful awareness (dran-shes). This is the root of the practice.

(4) Generally, in one's ordinary experience, what revolves continuously is the cycle of day and night. Therefore, there is a practice of the day and the practice of the night.

III. The Practice Of The Day

With respect to the practice of the day, there are two topics: understanding (rtogs-pa) and stabilizing (brtan-pa) the practice.
A. Understanding

(5) The first of the two topics is understanding the practice. Understanding is not just reasoning (brtag-pa) and analyzing (dpyad-pa), but it relies upon transmission. One’s view (lta-ba) is a way of seeing or looking at things and it may include analysis and explanation. But understanding means entering experientially into a knowledge of that view. When we have no concrete knowledge of this sort, we are dependent on the description and interpretations of others, and these may change from day to day. Without real knowledge, all phenomena are merely false images; they do not exist in a real sense, but are like so many reflections in a mirror. A kitten, not knowing the image in the mirror is its own reflection, pursues it as if it were a real playmate. In Dzogchen, all appearances (snang-ba) are understood to be the potency (rtsal) of the energy of the bodhicitta or primordial state. These appearances are the qualities or ornaments of that state. When one enters into knowledge one has no doubt of this. Thus one may conclusively determine that appearances are a magical display of the mind (sems kyi cho-'phrul).

(6) The nature of the mind is from the very beginning void or empty and without any self or concrete substance (bdag-med). But one should not think of mind as being a mere nothing because it has the clarity and limpidity of a mirror. This clarity (gsal-cha) exists unobstructedly and without interruption, just as the moon is reflected in the water in various ways. Thoughts arising in mind are the way in which the nature of mind manifests itself. But just as one must understand the reflections in order to understand the nature of the mirror, so one must examine thoughts to see where they arise, where they abide, and where they go. However, when one looks into this matter, one discovers that there is no place where thoughts arise, abide or go. Nothing can be affirmed and what one finds is void or emptiness. This is the real character of the mind. Now, even though this may be the case, thoughts continue to arise without interruption. Therefore, what one finds is a primal awareness
of pure presence (rig-pa'i ye-shes), where there is no duality of emptiness on the one hand and clarity on the other. This primal awareness is natural and spontaneously self-perfected (rang-bzhin lhun-grub). At the level of mind one does not find this nonduality because mind operates in time, while the state of pure presence lies beyond the limits of mind.

(7) When one recognizes that appearances are merely ornaments of the real condition of existence (chos nyid rgyan), these appearances which arise to the alertly relaxed (lhug-pa) six senses are self-liberated into their own condition (rang sar grol) whenever they arise. The six sense aggregates are the five senses plus the mind (yid). The presence of appearances prior to forming any conception or judgment is called 'clarity'. Appearances refer to the external world, whereas the passions or afflictions and the karmic traces (bag-chags) refer to the world of inner experience. The manifestation of the internal state of pure presence is primal awareness (ye-shes). The arising of pure presence never lacks its spontaneous self-perfection, that is to say, its essential qualities, just as the rising sun does not lack its rays. One’s passions only grow powerful because one is ignorant of the state of pure presence, and so consequently one follows after one’s passions. But when one finds oneself in the state of the pure presence of the passions, one is not dominated by them nor does one have to suppress them because they are like the ornaments of one’s primordial state. Thus one’s passions are self-liberated into their own condition whenever they arise.

(8) Appearances and pure presence are inseparable (dbyer-med). When one recognizes this and finds oneself in this state, then the discursive thoughts arising which grasp at the duality of subject and object are liberated into their own condition. One does not try to block or reject them in any way, but one simply remains aware in the presence of their arising. There are three procedures for self-liberation in this case, depending upon the capacity of the practitioner: 1. self-liberation through bare attention (gcer grol), 2. self-liberation upon the arising of a thought (shar grol), and 3. true self-liberation (rang grol). The
term *gcer* means 'bare or naked attention'. But this is not yet real self-liberation because, in observing oneself, one is still applying some degree of effort. For example, when a thought arises, one looks it straight in the face and it liberates into its own condition. The term *shar* means 'to arise'. At the moment the thought arises, it is self-liberated. For example, when one notices a thought arise, one does not have to make the effort to look it straight in the face, but just as it arises, one finds oneself in the state of presence which is *rig-pa* and it self-liberates. True self-liberation occurs when this capacity is fully developed. At this level, one has arrived at the continuity of the state of *rig-pa*.

(9) This verse gives the essence of the matter. The awareness (*shes-pa*) arising at the first sudden instant (*thol-'byung skad-cig dang-po*) of sense contact is that pure presence (*rig-pa*) which is manifested without modification or correction (*ma bcos*) by the mind and which is not created or produced by any causes. What is this state of presence? It is a condition of existence (*de-bzhin-nyid*) transcending the limitations of both subject and object; it is a natural or authentic (*gnyug-ma*) self-originated primordial awareness of pure presence. The term *de-bzhin-nyid* indicates the state characterized by both primordial purity (*kadag*) and spontaneous self-perfection (*lhun-grub*).

(10) Within this state of pure presence, the three aspects of the state of Samantabhadra (*kun-bzang dgongs-pa*) are wholly present. These three are termed the Essence, Nature, and Energy. With respect to the state of pure presence, its Essence (*ngo-bo*) which is the *dharma* (*chos-sku*) is emptiness. This Essence is one, the essential Ground in which all phenomena are identical. *Dharma* (*chos*) means the whole of existence and *kāya* (*sku*) means the dimension of that. Since there do not exist any karmic traces or residues in this state, one speaks of its Essence as being emptiness. *Karma* is always something which belongs to the level of mind, while pure presence lies beyond the limited functioning of the mind. Thus we speak here not of mind, but of primordial awareness (*ye-shes*). Its Nature (*rang-bzhin*) which is the *sambhogakāya* (*longs-sku*) is luminous clarity (*gsal-ba*). *Sambhoga* (*longs-spyod rdzogs-pa*) means possessing rich-
ess, enjoying all the qualities of Enlightenment in their perfection. Kāya (sku) means the dimension of that. Luminous clarity indicates that there is a manifestation as energy from the primordial Ground which is emptiness; this manifestation is not yet material but it is differentiated and finds expression as the five primordial lights or awarenesses. This dimension is beyond all conceptual constructions created by the finite intellect. Its Energy (thugs-rje) which is the nirmāṇakāya (sprul-sku) is unobstructed and uninterrupted. Nirmāṇa (sprul-pa) means manifestation or emanation and kāya (sku) means the dimension of that. Here 'manifestation' means something at the relative level, that is to say, in contact with sentient beings in the material dimension. The Buddha Śākyamuni, who manifested in time and history, was just such a nirmāṇakāya. However, the nirmāṇakāya is not conditioned by karma or by the passions. Thus the trikāya, as Essence, Nature, and Energy, is wholly present from the very beginning in the self-perfected state of rig-pa.

(11) This awareness or pure presence of which we speak here arises at the very first fresh instant before the mind has had a chance to come into operation, functioning dualistically in terms of subject and object. In this case, external appearances arise merely as a manifestation of luminous clarity. Everything that one is aware of arises through the six sense aggregates—the five physical senses plus mind. When sense contact occurs, the presence of sensation is communicated to the mind (yid) and then a mental process ensues which engenders various conceptions and judgments. But when the mind has not yet entered into judgment or conceptualization, this is called 'dzin-med, or being without grasping at anything. Without entering into any judgments, one remains present in awareness. Thus we say that appearances are present or abide in the real condition of existence itself, the dharmatā (chos-nyid). Dharma (chos) means 'whatever exists' and -tā (nyid) means 'in its own condition'. All things which arise have their own inherent condition or nature (rang-bzhin). Different things may arise, yet their inherent condition is the same. For example, wood and water appear to be different and their functions present themselves differently, but their true inherent nature is the same. This level of the
manifestation of the energy of all phenomena is called *dharmatā*. When we speak of the energy of the individual, we use the term *rtsal* to denote this energy of the condition of existence as it is. So one must understand what is meant by *dharmatā*; otherwise one cannot integrate one’s own energy with it.

In conclusion, what is meant here is that when a thought arises in the mind, one does not enter into a judgment of it. However, it is not the case that one is sleepy at that moment. One is absolutely present there, and if one finds oneself present in that state, one is beyond all dualistic concepts, yet with the full presence of one’s senses. For example, if one remains in this state of presence, even if someone is doing something in one’s presence, one can make a mental note of it without following that thought. The functioning of one’s senses is in no way blocked, but one does not let the mind enter into judgments about what has happened. Being in such a state of presence one finds oneself in what is called the *dharmatā*, the real condition of existence.

(12) Since this natural state of initial instantaneous awareness (*skad-cig-ma yi shes-pa rnal-ma*) encounters as its own Mother the real condition of existence, we can say that, in truth, it is the *dharmakāya*. What does this meeting with its own Mother mean? This Mother *dharmatā* (*chos-nyid ma*) means the real condition of existence as it is, and from this all phenomena (*chos*) arise, just as children are born from their mother. In Tantra, we speak of everything arising out of *śuniṣyata* or emptiness, as for example, the wind element or *vāyumandala* arises, followed by the other elements in succession. Thus *śuniṣyata* or emptiness is the condition of things as such and we speak of this as ‘pure from the very beginning.’ In general, the individual is conditioned by his or her conceptions and by a dualistic view of the world. Moreover, one has no real understanding of what is meant by *śuniṣyata* without entering into reasoning and dualistic judgments. But here there is a meeting face to face with the Mother Wisdom of the *dharmatā* and this does not involve any functioning of the mind, reasoning or discursive thinking. One experiences just this dimension of
existence in itself which is the dharmakāya. Dharmakāya does not mean an image of the Buddha, meditating with folded hands and crossed legs; the image of the Primordial Buddha Samantabhadra exists only to give the finite limited human intellect some idea of the meaning of the dharmakāya. This image is a symbol, but the dharmakāya in itself is actually beyond conception and expression in terms of form, color, etc. It is the all-pervasive dimension of existence itself.

What is meant by mind (sems)? It must be distinguished from what is called the nature of mind (sems-nyid). To clarify matters, there is the example of the reflections in a mirror. The thoughts which arise in the mind are like the reflections, while the mirror itself, which has the capacity to reflect, is like the nature of mind. When thoughts arise, one does not follow after them and enter into judgments and conceptions (dmigs-pa), but one simply remains present and this quality of the nature of mind is called rig-pa. Rig-pa means this state of presence, which is also lhun-grub, that is to say, spontaneously self-perfected in all its qualities right from the very beginning. It is not a question of acquiring something one does not now possess. Rather, when one finds oneself in a state of presence, this state manifests all its inherent qualities spontaneously and this is what is meant by lhun-grub. This is the original, natural, authentic state of spontaneous, self-perfected pure presence, which is the natural state of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po'i dgongs-pa rnal-ma). What does Dzogchen, 'the Great Perfection,' mean? It is not some text or tradition or sect or philosophical system. Rather, it is the primordial state of the individual, pure from the very beginning and spontaneously self-perfected. Finding oneself in this state is called Dzogchen. When one is aware of this state, this is knowledge (rig-pa) and when one is not aware of it, this is ignorance (ma rig-pa).

B. Stabilizing the Practice

(13) The second topic here is ‘stabilizing one’s practice’ (brtan-pa). One has now come to some understanding of the
state of *rig-pa* which was what one had not understood previously. Next, one must train in finding oneself in this state of presence. Being in the state of presence is called *samādhi* or contemplation. In the Sūtras and Tantras, there are many methods given for this, but here there are three essential instructions to be considered: 1. integrating (*bsre-ba*), 2. relaxing with presence (*lhug-pa*), and 3. progressing in the practice (*bogs dbyungs*). These three are concerned with bringing presence into daily life.

1. Integration

As for the method of integrating or remaining in presence: taking a comfortable position and being relaxed (*khong lhod*) both externally and internally, not being charged up in any way, one integrates one’s awareness into the open space of the sky in front of oneself. This practice is called *nam-mkhar ar-gtad*. If one looks at a fixed point, this is called ‘fixation’ but it is not *ar-gtad* or integrating. Here there is no actual point in space on which one fixates. Rather, when one gazes into the sky, in one’s way of looking it seems as if any sense of ‘I’ vanishes into the openness of the sky. The openness of space is integrated with one’s state and one continues in that manner. If one is just looking into the sky, this is called ‘looking into the sky’; but the term *ar-gtad* indicates that a process of re-integration of one’s energies is occurring, and that even though there’s nothing to be done with the mind, the mind is simply present there with bare attention in the moment of looking.

(14) When one settles in this way into an alert relaxed state (*lhug-par bzhag-pa*) without distraction and without constructed meditation (*sgom-med*), this initial awareness which is like the sky is also a condition where one is without any attachments or grasping at conceptions and judgments. Meditation involves the functioning of the mind, and so it is not contemplation which is beyond the mind. With respect to integrating into space, there is nothing to be done with the mind, nothing to be visualized or recited. One is not thinking
about anything; what is present is simply a bare attention. This awareness which is present there is like the sky and has nothing in it relating to mental creation or attachment. It is just a simple presence of clarity and one continues in that.

It is similar to a moment of surprised astonishment (had-de-ba); for example, when one hears a loud sharp sound nearby, all thought processes cease for a moment of surprised astonishment. This pure presence arises in a bare and naked fashion (rig-pa rjen gcer shar) without duality or distinction between the calm state (gnas-pa) where no thoughts arise and the movement of thoughts. Zhi-gnas (samatha) is a calm state where discursive thoughts are not present; however this condition is not what is meant by contemplation itself. Zhi-gnas is only an experience of calmness. When thoughts arise, this is the experience of the movement of thoughts. The state of pure presence is neither this calm nor this movement, but it is the presence which is found in either of these states.

(15) While continuing in a period of contemplation (mnyam-bzhag), without falling under the power of either drowsiness or agitation, one finds oneself in a state which is present in profound lucidity and vividness (sal-le hrig-ge ting-nger gnas-pa'i ngang). There exist many types of zhi-gnas practice and also defects in the practice, such as drowsiness and agitation. In the Sūtra system, antidotes are given for these defects, but here it is explained that being in the state of rig-pa is beyond all such defects. In the state of rig-pa, right from the very beginning there have never been any defects. Thus, the principle here is that one should find oneself perfectly in that state. When this state is present, there is no drowsiness or agitation; so it is not a question of applying antidotes to the defects. This is an important principle taught in the Dzogchen Upadeśa. When one continues in this state of presence, even though one deliberately calls up thoughts or represses them or causes them to repeat or expands upon them, they will remain in their own condition (rang sar gnas). Whenever they arise, without being distracted or moved from the state of presence, they will be self-liberated. Even though all these thoughts may occur, this will in no way change or modify one’s state of presence.
(16) The period while one continues in a state of contemplation is called *mnyam-bzhag*, while the time subsequent to attaining that state is called *rjes-thob*. When coming out of a period of contemplation, the measure of one's stability in the practice is the discovering whether or not one is subject to the power of conditioning thoughts. Until one comes to remain all of the time in the Great Contemplation, a period of contemplation will always be followed by a period of noncontemplation. However, even when one comes out of contemplation, one's pure presence or intrinsic awareness will not be conditioned by discursive thoughts. For example, if one sits there and thinks, "I want a drink of water", then one is distracted and one's awareness becomes conditioned by that cause. But when one does not become distracted immediately and finds oneself in the presence of that moment, this is the measure of the stability of one's practice. Also, while one is engaged in practice, there are various kinds of meditational experiences (*sgom nyams*) which may arise through vision, sound, sensation, and so on. They arise spontaneously and are not conditioned by one's conceptions or judgments. There may occur experiences of visions, such as lights, colors, auras, etc. or experiences of sensation, such as lightness of body, cessation of breathing, etc. These experiences are merely manifestations of one's elemental energies. There is nothing to fear in them. Since one has become relaxed, one's energies are released and experiences of vision and sensation arise.

(17) These experiences not only arise in contemplation, but also after the session of practice is completed. Through developing one's capacity for practice, one comes to feel that everything is unreal, perceiving everything as being an illusion. This represents a diminishing of one's attachments. One may have an experience of emptiness. This experience is very different from merely reading about *śūnyatā* in a philosophy book or arriving at an understanding of *śūnyatā* through an exhaustive intellectual analysis. One may develop a fear of the void; or one may be capable of remaining in a state of pure presence and it seems that no thoughts arise; or, it may seem that the practitioner has developed to a level where he or she need not do any specific practice anymore, as if one could make
no mistake. Yet all these are only experiences in practice, and therefore they are not something bad.

(18) If one wants to observe the rays of the sun, the clouds which obscure the face of the sun must be removed first. Then the sun will be visible and the qualities of its self-perfectedness will begin to manifest themselves just as they are. This is what ‘attainment’ means; it is not a case of acquiring something which one does not already possess or of artificially producing or constructing something. The practitioner who finds her or himself in the state of pure presence does not simply remain at the level of a mere intellectual understanding of śūnyatā, but actually enters into the dimension of śūnyatā. This is the attaining of the supreme dharmakāya which is the nature of mind. The term kāya, usually translated as ‘body’, means one’s entire dimension. Thus the dharmakāya is the dimension of all existence. Realizing this, whenever thoughts arise, they never become something concrete for one, but always remain in a condition of emptiness. Since one is no longer conditioned by thoughts and concepts, one attains the primal awareness of nondiscursiveness (rnam-par mi rtog-pa'i ye-shes). By this means one diminishes one’s obstacles and obscurations.

(19) Since one’s obscurations (sgrib-pa) and one’s karmic traces have been entirely purified, one’s passions no longer manifest to disturb one. They are no longer out of control (bag la nyal), jumping up at one like wild untamed horses. Even though one may be an ordinary person, living in the human dimension of flesh and blood, if he or she is capable of finding oneself in the state of rig-pa, one has overcome the limitations of transmigration in samsāra. This means one is no longer conditioned by what arises. A true practitioner of Dzogchen, finding her or himself in the state of Dzogchen, even though engaged in the concrete material world, is not conditioned by what surrounds her or him. Therefore, one does not suffer like an individual who takes everything to be solid, substantial, and real. We may say that such a person has overcome transmigration and karmic vision. Thus he or she belongs to the Family of the Āryas or Exalted ones (Arhats).
2. Relaxing with Presence

(20) The second consideration concerns the instructions for relaxing alertly with presence (lhug-pa). The usual term for being relaxed is glod-pa or lhod-pa. However, one may be relaxed and yet drowsy. The term lhug-pa means being relaxed, but alert and present. Thus, being alertly relaxed, whenever appearances arise, in whatever fashion they may arise, then, without the mind making any correction or modification of them, they are seen to exist as mere ornaments or embellishments of that state itself (rgyan gyi ngang-nyid) which is the real condition of existence. In the Dzogchen Upadesa there is the practice of leaving what appears just as it is (snang-ba'i co-bzhag). One does not enter into reasoning or altering what appears with judgments. Thus, whenever appearances arise, they are left just as they are, and they in turn in no way condition the individual. These appearances are like the ornaments of the individual's energy (rtsal). The individual finds her or himself in the true condition of the mirror. Anything which arises as an appearance is like a reflection in a mirror. These reflections, whether beautiful or ugly, in no way condition the mirror. Therefore, whatever arises creates no problems for the individual. As the Master Phadampa said: "The individual is not conditioned by appearances but by his or her attachment to appearances; this attachment originates within the individual and not in the object." Internally, there exists a state of pure presence which is uncorrected, clear, vivid, and naked (ma bcos sal hrig rjen-ne-ba). It is uncorrected and unmodified because it is unconditioned by discursive thoughts or the working of the mind. 'Naked' means that, in the instant when the thought arises, one is right there present and does not enter into any judgment or reasoning. Thus, being alertly relaxed when thoughts arise, one relaxes them into their own condition such as it is in itself.

(21) 'Relaxing with presence' means that when the senses have contact with an object, one does not enter into any conceptualizing, reasoning, or judging with respect to that object. Normally, when one sees something, the mind makes a
judgment with respect to it, and in reaction to this a passion may arise. Then entering into action, one accumulates more karma and continues, because of the passion, to transmigrate in samsāra. However, by the phrase “not entering into reasoning or analysis” (mi dpyod-pa), it is not meant that one tries to block thoughts. In Zen practice, for example, one enters into a nondiscursive state (mi rtog-pa) where one experiences emptiness or void without blocking thought. For example, there is a book on this table. One could take this book away or one could leave it there as if it were not important. To block means that one is taking something away and trying to eliminate it. But not entering into reasoning and judgment means leaving something just where it is, without being disturbed by it. Even though one does not enter into reasoning and judgment, thoughts continue to arise in a state of clear presence without interruption or obstruction. When one finds oneself in a state of rig-pa, then its inherent qualities manifest themselves in what appears, so that there is nothing to be interrupted nor constructed. The sun’s rays are the inherent nature of the sun when it shines. In the same way, everything arises as an ornament of one’s energy, and this presence is self-perfected (lhun-grub) in this state. The idea of spontaneous self-perfection is a very important one in Dzogchen. If we were only to speak of primordial purity (ka-dag), then Dzogchen would be no different than Zen. But this understanding of lhun-grub sets Dzogchen apart from Zen. When one is present in the state of rig-pa, everything one sees is a manifestation of one’s own individual energy, like a reflection in a mirror. The whole dimension around oneself is spontaneously self-perfected in the potency of pure presence (rig-pa’i rtsal). As it says in the text: when appearances, which are objects of the six sense faculties, arise as mere ornaments of one’s state in a lucid fashion without any obstruction and without any analyses, then they are entirely perfect and complete just as they are. They are experienced as the potency of pure presence without any grasping or entering into conceptions and judgments. So one enters into this nondual state and continues in it present and relaxed. This is what is meant by lhug-pa.
(22) When we speak of a period of contemplation or mnyam-bzhag, this means being present in the state of rig-pa. The term rjes-thob refers to the time after the period of contemplation has been concluded. "Great Contemplation" (ting-'dzin chen-po) means that the practitioner has reached a level of development where his or her contemplation is no longer limited by formal periods of practice. But for the beginner, there are always these two moments of contemplation and non-contemplation. So, while continuing in the period of contemplation, without engaging in any analysis of or reasoning about the objects of the five senses, appearances are allowed to arise clearly and luminously in an alert relaxed fashion without any distraction or grasping at conceptions and judgments. The term mi g.yo-ba means ‘unmoving’ or ‘not distracted’. When the state of rig-pa is interrupted, this is distraction. Śākyamuni Buddha is said to have been many times in a state of unmoving samādhi or undistracted concentration. But this did not mean that his physical body was necessarily immobile. Rather, it meant that he was in a state of pure presence and he did not move from that, becoming distracted by mental activity. He was neither distracted nor conditioned by thoughts, and yet he performed all actions perfectly, moving and speaking and reasoning. Then, after this period of contemplation is concluded, even when something concrete appears to the senses, it seems as if it has no inherent reality in itself. The case is the same with the passions; they have no inherent reality or self-nature. In this way, whatever arises to the senses becomes a means for remaining in primal awareness (ye-shes).

(23) Having considered external appearances, we now consider the subjective side of things, that is to say, the individual her or himself. The five poisons are the five passions of delusion, anger, desire, pride, and envy. Whenever discursive thoughts engendered by these five passions arise, one alertly relaxes in the face of them without entering into conceptions or judgments. On the other hand, one should not try to block them by means of some antidote (gnyen-pos spang-ba) as one does in the Sūtra system or transform them by means of some method
(thabs kyis bsgyur), as one does in the Tantra system. For example, in the Sutra system the antidote to desire or attachment is meditation on the repulsiveness of the flesh, the antidote to anger is meditation on loving-kindness, the antidote to envy is rejoicing at the merit of others, and so on. And again, in the Tantra system, one transforms the passions into primal awareness, as for example, anger is transformed into the anger of a Heruka. Since they are neither blocked nor transformed, the passions which arise during practice are self-liberated and a primal awareness is present.

When one is not in the state of rig-pa, the passions become poisons; since they interrupt and hinder our realization, they are called demons (bdud). They compel one to continue in transmigration. If one chases after a discursive thought and enters into mental activity, this thought may become a poison for that individual. In this way, one becomes a slave to one’s passions. But if one remains present, one will not be conditioned by one’s thoughts in any way and whatever arises will be merely like a reflection in a mirror. Thus, one need not apply some antidote to block the passion because the passion will self-liberate of itself. We are not even speaking here of gcer-grol, self-liberation through bare attention, when one looks into the face of the discursive thought which arises and it self-liberates. This still involves a kind of effort. But here this is not what we have said to do. Lhug-pa means to relax. If one feels a passion arising, one then relaxes that passion without blocking it or applying an antidote. One does not leave that passion any old way, as it were; it is simply that the passion is governed by one’s presence of rig-pa. With this relaxed presence one’s passions themselves become like the inherent qualities of our primordial state manifesting themselves.

(24) Now we consider the experiences which arise during meditation practice. Manifesting as clarity and emptiness, they are found present in a state of vision and emptiness (snang la stong-pa’i ngang du gnas-pa), or in a state of the continuing movement of thoughts and emptiness (’gyu zhing stong), or in a state of pleasurable sensation and emptiness (bde la stong), etc.
Thus, there may arise various kinds of conscious experiences of the presence (shes nyams) of pleasurable sensation (bde-ba), of clarity (gsal-ba), and of nondiscursiveness (mi rtog-pa). All of these experiences are linked to the condition of the individual.

(25) The term sku means the entire dimension of one’s existence. Having understood all phenomena as the dharmakāya, the entire dimension of existence, one enters into a state of knowledge or awareness of the real condition of things such as they are, without any modifications made by the mind. This non-dual self-perfected awareness is present like a perfect sphere (thig-le) which is whole, uniform, and without duality (gnyis-med mnyams rdzogs). Such a sphere has neither angles nor limits. Around this center, one’s energy manifests spontaneously self-perfected. Thus, we may speak of attaining the whole dimension of primordial awareness or the jñānakāya (ye-shes sku), and a primal awareness of clarity (gsal-ba’i ye-shes) is present.

(26) Objects and their contact with the senses are many, but here the individual is no longer conditioned by these objects. Now one has a living experience: whatever arises has no inherent reality, but is like a reflection in a mirror. Since the objects which one perceives are present as manifestations of the real condition of existence, one’s passions and obscurations become purified. In this way, one overcomes the obstacle of the passions and is liberated. Because a primal awareness of pure presence is present within oneself, the individual can disentangle her or himself from engaging in negative behavior. One is no longer limited by having to learn what to do and what not to do. One has overcome the limitations of the passions and has developed clarity. One is no longer a slave to external appearances, but governs oneself autonomously with one’s own awareness. Negative attitudes and action cannot arise. Why? Because all that arises in the individual which is negative arises through a lack of clarity and awareness. As the individual is liberated from his or her passions, karmic traces, and obscurations, he or she is now said to belong to the family of the noble Bodhisattvas.
3. Progressing in the Practice

(27) We now come to consider the third topic: progressing in the practice (bogs dbyung); the previous two topics were integrating and relaxing with presence. In order to benefit from and progress in this practice, from the very first instant one's awareness remains present and unmodified (skad-cig shes-pa ma bcos lhan-ner bzhag). It is a nondiscursive pure presence which is lucid and vivid. The state of rig-pa is not conditioned by discursive thoughts. However, nondiscursiveness does not mean that discursive thoughts do not arise at all, only that one is not conditioned by their arising. Rig-pa is spacious; there is always room for thoughts to arise. If this were not the case, then there would exist no way to integrate contemplation with daily life in terms of the activities of body, voice, and mind. However, the state of rig-pa is outside of and beyond time. Therefore, it is beyond the mind. One may find oneself in a state of rig-pa and yet enter perfectly into all activities of body, voice, and mind. In this state it is possible for all kinds of thoughts to arise with no harm whatsoever, and moreover, there is the possibility of putting these thoughts into action. All that is required is that one must be clearly present in a state of presence. In this way, one's continuity of awareness (shes rgyun) will remain stable and undistracted. This is how one progresses in the practice. It is important to understand what we mean by not being distracted’ in the Dzogchen teaching. It does not involve a mental policeman who keeps coming up inside one, saying, 'Pay attention!'

(28) While continuing in the period of contemplation, one is neither influenced by drowsiness nor agitation, for in the genuine state of rig-pa there can be no defects. Moreover, everything manifests itself as emptiness which is the real condition of existence. The whole of one's vision arises as an ornament of the state of the individual. Since this is the case, there exists a way to reintegrate one's energy. After the conclusion of a period of contemplation, without being conditioned by thoughts one should continue in the state of the nature of mind, which exists just as it is in itself.
(29) Then, with respect to experiences arising during meditation practice, one finds oneself in a nondual state whether one is meditating or not meditating. 'Meditation' (sgom-pa) here does not mean a mental activity, such as visualization or analysis, but simply finding oneself in a state of presence. In this case, no conceptions or judgments, no mental limitations whatsoever, occur. Whatever appearances arise, whatever vision surrounds one, they will arise as an expression of the energy of the individual's contemplation (ting-'dzin rol-pa). The real condition of existence of all phenomena just as they are presents itself without moving from the naturally occurring primordial situation (ye-babs gnas-lugs ngang las g.yo-med).

(30) As for one's entire dimension (sku): whatever phenomena arise, whether visible or invisible, all of them are entirely self-purified in the state of the real condition of existence. 'Purified' does not mean that one eliminates phenomena by some mental activity, but rather that the individual finds her or himself in his or her condition as it is and in this sense everything is 'purified.' There is no need to remove the reflections from the mirror; indeed, the only way to get to the nature of the mirror is through the reflections. Here the individual finds her or himself in the actual capacity of the mirror to reflect, and so all these reflections are inherently pure. Thus, it is said that one attains the supreme dimension of nonduality (gnyis su med-pa'i sku mchog), where there is no longer a division between subject and object, and a primal awareness which is in no way clothed in mental activities is present.

(31) Through completely purifying one's obscurations to knowledge (and these may be very subtle), one thus attains a knowledge of all phenomena as they are in the real condition of existence (chos-sku chos-nyid ji bzhin mkhyen-pa). This obstacle could be even the slightest trace of a thought about contemplation during contemplation. Since the individual is liberated from all dualistic considerations with respect to the one who knows and that which is known, he or she is said to belong to the family of the omniscient Tathāgatās.
IV. The Practice Of The Night

(32) Now, with respect to the practice of the night, there are two practices: the first is done in the evening just before falling asleep; the second is done in the morning just when one awakens. When one is asleep, the senses are dormant. Therefore the individual must practice just before falling asleep, so that all his senses are present. One relaxes all the senses into a state of contemplation (mnyam-par bzhag-pa). One does not allow one's senses to enter into a conditioned state; one just lets things be as they are without becoming charged up in any way. Also, the individual must integrate one's practice of concentration with sleep. What does concentrated meditation or dhyāna (bsam-gtan) mean? When one fixates sharply with great attention on an object and then slowly relaxes one's attention, this practice is called śamatha (zhi-gnas), 'calming the mind.' When one works more with the movements of thoughts, this is called vipaśyanā (lhag-mthong). Dhyāna means meditating in this way. In this practice of the night there does exist at least a minimum of attention and holding one's mind in check. Then one must integrate this concentration with one's sleep, so that one falls asleep with the presence of concentration.

(33) How does one do this? Just before falling asleep, visualize a white letter A or a small round bead (thig-le) of five colored rainbow light in the space between one's eyebrows. This is visualized clearly and is about the size of a pea. In the Dzogchen Upadeśa, this letter or tiny sphere of white light is visualized in the heart center because visualizing it between the eyebrows gives a sense of too much presence and one may not be able to fall asleep. But here one does visualize it in the forehead center because this gives automatic control of all one's vital energies or prāṇa (rlung). If it is difficult to visualize the white A here, adjustments should be made. The practitioner must proceed with awareness; the individual regulates the practice, not the practice the individual. It is of no use if one can do the visualization and then is not able to fall asleep. Nor should the visualization be overly brilliant, since this would inhibit falling asleep easily. The visualizing of a bindu (thig-le) or
bead of multicolored rainbow light, resembling a peacock's egg, is an alternative practice. If one should succeed in visualizing this five colored bindu, this is very good for realizing control over the elements. First, one fixates (gtad-pa) one's attention on this object of meditation, and then one relaxes one's awareness a bit; otherwise, one will not be able to fall asleep.

(34) When one falls asleep in a state in which one's six sense aggregates are alertly relaxed into their own condition, one's awareness will not become polluted by the grime of discursive thoughts and the natural clear light (rang-bzhin 'od-gsal) appears. When we are concentrating or fixating on a single object of meditation, there is no room for extraneous thoughts to arise. But when we relax a bit, it is easy for them to arise and for the individual to become conditioned by them. One should not try to block these thoughts, but if one is not sufficiently present, one will become distracted. One will then get caught up in these thoughts and sleep will not come right away. But if one continues in the presence of a relaxed state, sleep will come easily. This means that one has integrated this pure presence with sleep and this is called the natural clear light. Then one will find oneself in the presence of the real condition of existence, undistracted by discursive thoughts.

(35) However, if one is able to do the visualization and yet cannot fall asleep, what is one to do then? When one goes to bed, thoughts continue to arise because the mind continues to function. So when a thought arises, at that instant of awareness, one finds oneself present with bare awareness with respect to whatever arises. One continues in this limpidly clear presence, even if other thoughts intrude. But one does not see anything whatsoever in them which can be identified as the calm state or the movement of thought. This procedure will in no way impede the individual from falling asleep. But if one charges up the mind by thinking and getting caught up in many different things through distraction, then one will not be able to fall asleep. However, a state of presence will in no way damage one's sleep. Thus, finding oneself in a state of alert vibrant presence (seng-nge-ba), one settles into a quiet awareness (shes pa tsan-ner bzhag) and falls asleep.
(36) The process of falling asleep is itself the cause of one’s being able to enter into the clarity of the real condition of existence. The functioning of all one’s senses, in a state of presence, finds itself absorbed entirely into the dharmadhātu. Until one has fallen asleep entirely, one can find oneself present in that state of contemplation.

(37) When one falls asleep, one becomes disengaged from the karmic traces of the material body (lus kyi bag-chags), the karmic traces of vision (snang-ba’i bag-chags), and the karmic traces of mental functioning (yid kyi bag-chags). These karmic traces, during the waking state, manifest as one’s material body, the external appearances which one perceives, and the functioning of one’s mind, respectively. Why do we speak of being disengaged? For example, the solid walls of a room present material limitations. One cannot pass freely through them. But when one is present in the state of rig-pa, then one is not conditioned by the material body. When one is present in this state, there is a way to overcome these limitations and one finds oneself in the real condition of existence. How is this? From one’s falling asleep right up to the moment when one begins to dream, there is no functioning of the mind (yid mi ’byung) and one finds oneself in the presence of the real condition of existence. In this one will experience to a certain degree a merging with what is called the natural clear light. This being the case, one will be able with no further effort to experience lucid dreams and control their contents. Moreover, at the moment of death, one will be able to die with complete presence and awareness. When one dies with presence, then in thechos-nyid bar-do, all the apparitions which appear will simply arise as the manifestation of spontaneous self-perfection and one will recognize them as such. These spontaneously self-perfected qualities which appear are those of the sambhogakāya. Falling asleep is an analogous process to dying, and so attaining mastery over the dream state in this life will allow one to realize mastery over death and the bar-do state. Falling asleep in a state of the natural clear light is equivalent to the experience of thechos-nyid bar-do.
The next phase is the onset of dreaming. The dream state is analogous to the *srid-pa'i bar-do*. The latter is called ‘the bardo of becoming’ because it represents the onset of the rebirth process. When one is aware that one is in the *bardo*, there are many things which one can do to better one’s situation. As in the case with the dream state, in the *bardo* one is not conditioned by a material body, and yet all the sense faculties function. Thus, a practitioner, because of his or her practice during a lifetime, will be in a much better position and will have developed far greater clarity than the ordinary individual who finds him or herself in the after-death experience. Because of greater clarity, in the *bardo* the practitioner will have the capacity to understand his or her condition and what is happening. One will not be helplessly and blindly driven hither and yon by the wind of *karma*. But this capacity will only come about if one is aware and present while in the *bardo*. This is analogous to lucid dreaming and so one can use the dream state to realize this capacity in daily practice. In the waking state, one can only go out of a room by way of the door, but in the dream state, one can pass through seemingly solid walls. This experience of the dream state is very favorable for the overcoming of attachments in daily life, because one experiences directly the insubstantiality and unreality of everything.

(38) When one finds oneself in the state of the natural clear light, discursive thoughts which create distractions do not arise. One’s state of presence is absorbed into its Mother (*rig-pa mar thim*) which is the natural clear light and one finds oneself present in the state of the *dharmatā*, the real condition of existence. It is like an only son meeting his mother after a long separation. Thus we speak of the ‘Son Clear Light’ which is experienced in practice during one’s lifetime and the ‘Mother Clear Light’ which is experienced here upon falling asleep, and more especially, at the moment of death. This is the principle of the reintegration of energy. As the result of the natural clear light practice, in the period subsequent to contemplation (in this case, the dream state) one begins to experience awareness in dreams, recognizing dreams to be dreams while one is still sleeping. Therefore, with the practice of the natural clear light,
one does not need any other special dream practice or yoga. Finding oneself freed of all illusions and delusions ('khrul bral), dreams will arise as a helpful friend to manifesting our entire dimension of existence and its primordial awareness.

There are two ways to look at this overcoming of illusions. First, through recognizing dreams to be dreams while one is yet asleep, one becomes aware of the illusory nature of the dream state, and during the waking state one becomes more conscious of the illusory nature of everything in daily life. Second, one is no longer the slave of dreams and sleep. While sleeping, one tends to be conditioned by dreams through the same factors that condition one in daily life. So, by means of this practice dreaming becomes a way to discover true knowledge and this becomes a way to develop the manifestation of one's primordial dimension and its inherent awareness. This sums up the practice of the night.

V. The Practice Of The Morning

(39) But there is also a practice for the morning when one is awakening from sleep. What does one do here? When one wakes up in the early morning after having done the practice of the night, a primal awareness arises which is uncorrected by the mind and which is present in its own condition. Then one usually enters again into the functioning of the mind and senses, just like a dead person finding him or herself reborn into a new body. However, if, on the other hand, one remains in this natural state of pure presence without any distraction and without any constructed meditation, then one will find oneself quietly present in one's own inherent nature, undisturbed by any discursive thoughts (rang-bzhin mi rtog lhan-ner gnas-pa). An individual who finds him or herself in that state cannot be conditioned by any external appearances or by discursive thought. This is known as the state (dgongs-pa) of the supreme Guru Samantabhadra. Samantabhadra represents the true primordial state of the individual, one's 'inner Guru'. Here also is a way to practice an essential Guru Yoga. One must
understand that this very state of rig-pa is identical with the state of the Guru or Master, and is not other than one’s own innate primordial state. Therefore, Guru Yoga is not a matter of uniting or merging two separate entities, the Master and oneself; rather, from the very beginning they have been inseparable. Experiencing the recognition of the inseparability of the state of the Master and one’s own state is the way to practice the supreme Guru Yoga.

(40) Thus, when one awakens, finding oneself in a state of presence, one looks with a bare attention (gcer gyis bltas-pa) into the face of that very state of presence to see what may be there. However, in this moment of being present, one does not find anything at all recognizable or confirmable (ngos bzung bral-ba). Moreover, one does not find any meditator, that is, any one who is meditating. Thus this lucid and naked self-originated primal awareness, which arises upon awakening and which does not find anything confirmable, self-liberates as it arises. Thereby, a nondual primal awareness becomes present. This is a very important point in practice. Here we may be speaking of waking in the morning, but in fact one should try to do this practice at every moment. The reason for this is that even if one believes that one is very present in the state of rig-pa, a kind of sleepiness could still be there. To deal with this, one should not have some kind of strategy: first I must do this, then that. Rather, in being present there is a state in which one is directing oneself, so to speak, towards that state of rig-pa. This does not involve any thinking, but is a way of finding oneself in a state of presence in which there is more clarity. This is a way to ‘refresh’ one’s contemplation, and is referred to by the famous term, ‘self-originated primal awareness’.

(41) Thus, this nondual primal awareness arises, and arising, it liberates itself by itself. At that moment, finding oneself beyond one’s karmic vision of an objective world (snang yul bral) and transcending all dualistic thoughts, a primal awareness of nondiscursiveness becomes clearly manifest. The individual remains present in this awareness which is in no way conditioned by thoughts. Since one is aware in this way, a
primal awareness of clarity unsullied by the taint of discursive thoughts becomes clearly manifest. Also, since one does not remain at the dualistic level of subject and object, a primal awareness of pleasurable sensation becomes clearly manifest.

(42) Thereupon, there arises a supreme primal awareness which is in no way mistaken, because one has understood that all phenomena are in themselves the real condition of existence. Then, since a primal awareness of quantity (\textit{ji snyed ye-shes}) which knows each thing in its individuality, becomes clearly manifest in its entirety, the inherent nature of the three dimensions of one’s existence becomes supremely manifest.

\textbf{VI. Results Of Familiarizing Oneself With The Practice}

(43) When one practices in this way both day and night, the whole of the dimension of one’s life enters into contemplation (\textit{ting-’dzin khor-yug chen-po}). Slowly the individual’s degree of capacity develops, so that one becomes familiar with this. Thereupon, one’s passions will arise as something useful on the path. Moreover, one will develop a certain measure of capacity to help others by way of the three dimensions of one’s existence.

(44) The degree to which one becomes familiar with the practice can be measured by the extent of one’s control over the dream state, recognizing one’s dreams to be dreams while still dreaming. Through practice, day by day one overcomes attachments and so sensations of pleasure and pain no longer condition the individual. One finds oneself in a state of integration which is in no way clothed in conceptions and judgments (\textit{ma gos mnyam-nyid ngang}). Because primal awareness is present, all appearances arise as friends who can help one on the path. In fact, everything encountered along the path can now be something utilized to help develop one’s practice. Therefore, one can interrupt the continuity of illusory visions (\textit{'khrul-pa’i rgyun chad}) and one finds oneself in the state of the \textit{dharmatā}, the real condition of existence.
The accomplished practitioner of Dzogchen finds him or herself in the state of the real condition of existence and remains there without moving from it both day and night. Unmoving (ma g.yos) means stability in this state of presence. Thus, Buddhahood may be realized even in the instant between two breaths.

How can the passions be utilized when they arise on the path? Without categorizing phenomena as either good or bad, one finds them present in the state of the real condition of existence. This is what is usually meant by ro-gcig, of single taste. Because all of them are present in total awareness without there being any conceptualization with regard to them, one recognizes the passion of delusion itself as being nothing other than nondiscursiveness. All phenomena manifest as the real condition of existence just as it is in itself. Emptiness and spontaneous self-perfection are both present simultaneously in this primal awareness.

All phenomena which present themselves as objects to the six sense aggregates are present in luminous clarity and lacking in any inherent nature. Although lacking in any inherent nature, they are present as the real condition of existence. At the moment when it arises, one recognizes the passion of anger to have the character of clarity and this passion manifests as the primal awareness of clarity.

Everything which appears externally, all one’s external vision, is none other than the state of the real condition of existence, while internally the state of pure presence is itself primal awareness. However, one should not think that these two (the dharmatā and rig-pa) are ultimately distinct and separate. If such were the case, integration would not be possible. One does not remain at this level of distinguishing external as against internal. This realization of their inseparability gives rise to a manifestation of great bliss or mahāsukha, which is nondual in nature. Since it has the nature of Energy or compassion (thugs-rje’i bdag-nyid), the passion of desire is recognized to be in actuality the potency of great bliss (bde-chen rtsal).
Thus there manifests a primal awareness of the sensation of great bliss which is spontaneously self-perfected without any limitations. This is how the passions can be utilized on the path.

(49) The capacity to benefit all other beings is realized by way of developing the three dimensions of one’s existence. The individual has three levels of existence in terms of the functioning of body, voice (or energy), and mind. When one fully realizes oneself, there are various ways in which this realization can manifest, and this represents the manifestation of the three dimensions of one’s existence. The term nirmānakāya indicates one’s material dimension or body, the term sambhogakāya indicates the subtle dimension of one’s energy, and the term dharmakāya indicates the dimension of existence and its inherent awareness. Here the three poisonous passions are no longer called poisons; because the individual has attained realization, these very same poisons manifest themselves entirely as one’s dimension of existence and its inherent primordial awareness. Because of that, whatever arises from them is also present as our whole dimension of existence which has as its inherent character infinite primordial awareness.

(50) Since there no longer exist any passions as such and since the causes of the passions have been entirely eliminated, one has transcended transmigrating in saṃsāra. One has arrived at that condition which is called nirvāṇa (myang-’das), which literally means ‘having gone beyond suffering.’ But, even though it is given the name nirvāṇa, as if one has arrived somewhere or attained something, in truth there has been no arrival and nothing attained. Rather, it is the case that the inherent qualities of the state of the individual have spontaneously manifested themselves as self-perfected without any corrections or modifications made by the mind. Nothing has to be changed, corrected, or modified; everything is perfect just as it is in being the spontaneous manifestation of the primordial state of the individual. It is simply the case that what was inherent from the very beginning has now manifested, just as the sun appears in the sky when the clouds dissipate. This is what is meant by ‘clarity’.
VII. For Whom This Practice Is Suited

(51) With respect to this practice, in the supreme vehicle of Dzogchen Atiyoga, it is said that this practice is well suited to the practitioner who possesses five capacities: 1. willingness to participate or faith (dad-pa); 2. diligence in practice (brtson-'grus); 3. presence or mindfulness (dran-pa); 4. concentration (ting-nges 'dzin); and 5. intelligence or wisdom (shes-rab). One needs all of these five capacities. Being wise and acting in an intelligent fashion, one should set about to realize the harmonious conditions for cultivating a capacity when it is lacking or needed. Thus one will not lose the supreme opportunity to practice Dzogchen.

VIII. Dedication Of Merit

(52) When one does something according to the Mahāyana Sūtra system, the altruistic intention to benefit others must be present. Moreover, the understanding of emptiness and of the illusory nature of everything must not be lacking. Then at the conclusion, one must dedicate any merit accumulated by the action to the benefit of other beings. Here, a little of the essential nectar of the teaching of the Master Garab Dorje has been presented with the wish that all who will have contact with it will come to realize for themselves the state of Samantabhadra, the primordial state of the individual.
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After this, Norbu Rinpoche set out on a prolonged pilgrimage to Central Tibet, Nepal, India, and Bhutan. Returning to sDe dge, the land of his birth, he found that deteriorating political conditions had led to the eruption of violence. Fleeing first toward Central Tibet, he finally emerged safely in Sikkim as a refugee. From 1958 to 1960 he lived in Gangtok, Sikkim, employed as an author and editor of Tibetan text books for the Development Office, the Government of Sikkim. In 1960 when he was twenty-two years old, at the invitation of Professor Giuseppe Tucci, he went to Italy and resided for several years in Rome. During this time, from 1960 to 1964, he was a research associate at the Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente. Receiving a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, he worked in close collaboration with
Professor Tucci, and wrote two appendices to Professor Tucci’s *Tibetan Folk Songs of Gyantse and Western Tibet* (Rome, 1966), as well as giving seminars at IsMEO on yoga, medicine, and astrology.

From 1964 to the present, Norbu Rinpoche has been a professor at the Istituto Orientale, University of Naples, where he teaches Tibetan language, Mongolian language, and Tibetan cultural history. Since then he has done extensive research into the historical origins of Tibetan culture, investigating little-known literary sources from the Bonpo tradition. In 1983, Norbu Rinpoche hosted the first International Convention on Tibetan Medicine held at Venice, Italy. Although still actively teaching at the university, for the past ten years Norbu Rinpoche has informally conducted teaching retreats in various countries, including Italy, France, England, Austria, Denmark, Norway, Finland, and since 1979, the United States. During these retreats, he gives practical instruction in rDzogs chen practices in a non-sectarian format, as well as teaching aspects of Tibetan culture, especially Yantra Yoga, Tibetan medicine and astrology. Moreover, under his guidance there has grown up, at first in Italy and now in several other countries, including the United States, what has come to be known as the Dzogchen Community. This is an informal association of individuals who, while continuing to work at their usual occupations in society, share a common interest in pursuing and practicing the teachings which Norbu Rinpoche continues to transmit.

The above information was largely extracted by John Reynolds from a biography in Tibetan appended to Professor Norbu’s *gZi yi Phreng ba* (Dharamsala: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1982).

**Notes to the Biography**

1. Kun-bzang ‘gro ‘dul ‘od gsal klong yangs rdo rje, 1898-.
2. sNang mdzod grub pa’i rdo rje, 1900-.
3. ‘Gro ‘dul dpa’ bo rdo rje, 1842-1924.
4. rDza dPal sprul Rin po che, O rgyan ‘jigs med chos kyi dbang po, 1808-87.
5. During summer retreats he taught rDzogs chen and during winter retreats he taught *rtsa rlung*, the yoga of the channels and energies.
6. The term *rtogs ldan* means “one who has attained understanding,” and is more or less synonymous with *rnal ‘byor pa*, “a yogin.”
7. rGyal ba Karmapa, Rang ‘byung rig pa’i rdo rje, 1924-81.
9. thugs kyi sprul sku.
12. 'Jam dbyangs chos kyi dbang phyug, 1910-73.
13. 'Jam dbyangs blo gros rgya mtsho, 1902-52.
14. dbang dang khrid.
15. gzung chen bcu gsum. These texts are:
   1. Pratimokṣa sūtra
   2. Vinaya sūtra by Gunaprabha
   3. Abhidharmasamuccaya by Asanga
   4. Abhidharma Koṣa by Vasubandhu
   5. Mūlamadhyamakakārikā by Nāgārjuna
   6. Madhyamakāvatāra by Candrakīrti
   7. Catuhṣatakā by Āryadeva
   8. Bodhicaryāvatāra by Śāntideva
   9. Abhisamayālaṅkāra by Maitreya/Asanga
  10. Mahāyānasūtrālaṅkāra by Maitreya/Asanga
  11. Madhyāntavibhāṅga by Maitreya/Asanga
  12. Dharmadharmatāvibhāṅga by Maitreya/Asanga
  13. Uttaratantra by Maitreya/Asanga
16. gZhan phan chos kyi snang ba.
17. Dus 'khor 'grel chen.
18. rGyud bzhi.
19. rtsis dkar nag.
20. gur brtag sam gsum.
21. Yongs 'dzin mchog sprul, Kun dga’ grags pa, 1922-.
22. rig gnas kyi skor.
23. rDzong gsar mkhyen brtse Rin po che, Jam mgon mkhyen sprul Chos kyi blo gros, 1896-1959.
24. spyi Ijon brtag gsum. The Hevajra Tantra is also known as the brtag gnyis because it is divided into two parts.
25. mun mtshams.
26. dgongs gter.
27. Gangs dkar Rin po che, Karma bshad sprul Chos kyi seng ge, 1903-56.
29. rtsa ba’i bla ma.
31. ‘ja’ lus pa.
32. rdzogs chen ’dus sde.
Books by Namkhai Norbu


5. *gZi yi phreng ba* (Dharamsala: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1982): Tibetan text of the above.


### Glossary of Technical Terms

#### English-Tibetan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tibetan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>after a period of contemplation</td>
<td>rjes thob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysis, analyze</td>
<td>dpyod pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance, to appear</td>
<td>snang ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awareness</td>
<td>shes pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clarity, clear</td>
<td>gsal ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration</td>
<td>ting nge 'dzin (samādhi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conception, imagination</td>
<td>bsam gtan (dhyāna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuity of awareness</td>
<td>dmigs pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimension of existence</td>
<td>shes rgyun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discursive thought</td>
<td>sku (kāya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drowsiness and agitation</td>
<td>rnam rtog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>bying rgod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>essence</td>
<td>thugs rje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience after meditating</td>
<td>ngo bo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiences during meditation</td>
<td>rjes nyams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience of clarity</td>
<td>sgom nyams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience of non-discursiveness, emptiness</td>
<td>gsal ba'i nyams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience of pleasurable sensation</td>
<td>mi rtog pa'i nyams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free of illusion</td>
<td>bde ba'i nyams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Perfection</td>
<td>'khrul bral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrate, mix</td>
<td>rdzogs chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrate into space</td>
<td>bsre ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligence</td>
<td>nam mkha' ar gtad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention, state</td>
<td>shes rab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just as it is</td>
<td>dgongs pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karmic traces</td>
<td>de bzhin nyid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karmic traces of material vision</td>
<td>bag chags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karmic traces of mental functioning</td>
<td>snang ba'i bag chags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karmic traces of the material body</td>
<td>yid kyi bag chags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of things as they are</td>
<td>lus kyi bag chags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instantaneous awareness</td>
<td>ji bzhin mkhyen pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liberated into its own condition</td>
<td>skad cig shes pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucid</td>
<td>rang sar grol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mind, mental functioning</td>
<td>sal le ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naked</td>
<td>yid (manas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural, original, authentic</td>
<td>rjen ne ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural clear light</td>
<td>gnyug ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural state</td>
<td>rang bzhin 'od gsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nature, inherent condition</td>
<td>rnal ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rang bzhin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nature of mind
mindfulness, presence
natural situation
obscurations due to the passions
obscurations to knowledge
period of contemplation
passion
potency
potency of pure presence
present
present in its own condition
primal awareness
primal awareness of pure presence
primal awareness of quantity
Primordial Yoga
primordially occurring
proceed along the path, to make
(something) the path
progress in the practice
pure presence
quietly

real condition of existence
to relax
relax with presence
to recognize
self-liberation
self-liberated as it arises
self-liberated through bare attention
self-orignated pure awareness
settle into the natural state
sphere, bead
stabilize, stable
surprised astonishment
the state of, condition
state of being an ornament
state of integration
subject and object
undistracted
uncorrected, unmodified
understanding, to understand
unmoving (from the primordial state)
vibrant
whole dimension of one’s life
willingness to participate

sems nyid
dran nyid
gnas lugs
nyon mong mgyi sgrib pa
shes bya'i sgrib pa
mnyam bzhag
nyon mong (kleśa)
rtsal
rig pa'i rtsal
hrig ge ba
rang sar gnas
ye shes
rig pa'i ye shes
ji snyed ye shes
gdod ma'irnal'byor (Atiyoga)
ye babs
lam khyer
bogs dbbyung
rig pa
ting nger, lhan nger, tshan
ner
chos nyid (dharmata)
glod pa, lhad pa
lhug pa
ngo shes pa
rang grol
shar grol
gcer grol
rang byung rig pa
rnal mar bzhag pa
thig-le (bindu)
brtan pa
had de ba
ngang
rgyan gyi ngang
mnyam nyid ngang
gzung 'dzin
yengs med
ma bcoc pa
rtogs pa
g.yo med
seng nge ba
'khor yug chen po
dad pa
The Cycle of Day and Night

ka dag
skad cig shes pa
sku (kāya)
'khor yug chen po
'khrul bral
glod pa
dgongs pa
sgom nyams
rgyan gyi ng nag
ngang
ngo bo
ngo shes pa
gcer grol
chos nyid (dharmatā)
ting nge 'dzin (samādhi)
ting nger
rtogs
brtan pa
thig le (bindu)
thugs rje
ji snyed ye shes
ji bzhin mkhyen pa
rjen ne ba
rjes nyams
rjes thob
nyon mongs kyi sgrīb pa
nyon mongs (kleśa)
gnyug ma
mnyam nyid ng nag
mnyam bzhag
dad pa
de bzhin nyid
dran pa
gdod ma'i rnal 'byor
bde ba'i nyams
nam mkha' ar g tād
gnas lugs
rnam rtog
rnal ma
rnal mar bzhag pa
snang ba
snang ba'i bag chags
dpyod pa

Tibetan-English

primordially pure
instantaneous awareness
dimension of existence
the whole dimension of one’s life
free of illusions
to relax
intention, state
experience during meditation
state of being an ornament
the state of, condition
essence
to recognize
self liberated through bare attention
real condition of existence
contemplation
quietly
understanding, to understand
stablize, stable
sphere, bead
Energy, compassion
primal awareness of quantity
knowledge of things as they are
naked
experiences coming after meditation
after a period of contemplation
obscurations due to the passions
passions
natural, original, authentic
state of integration
period of contemplation
willingness to participate
just as it is
presence, mindfulness
the Primordial Yoga, Atiyoga
experience of pleasurable sensation
integration into space
natural situation
discursive thought
natural state
to settle into the natural state
appearance, to appear, to manifest,
karmic vision
karmic traces of material vision
analysis, to analyze, examine
bag chags
bogs dbyung
bying rgod
ma bcos
mi rtog pa'i nyams
dmigs pa
rtsal
tshan ner
rdzogs chen
gzung 'dzin
yid (manas)
yid kyi bag chags
ye babs
ye shes
yengs med
g.yo med
rang grol
rang byung rig pa
rang bzhin
rang bzhin 'od gsal
rang sar gnas
rang sar grol
rig pa
rig pa'i rtsal
rig pa'i ye shes
lam khyer

las kyi bag chags
shar grol
shes rgyun
shes pa
shes bya'i sgrib pa
shes rab
sal le ba
seng nge ba
sems nyid
gsal bal
gsal ba'i nyams
bsam gtan (āhyāna)
bsre ba
had de ba
hrig ge ba
lhan ner
lhug pa
lhun grub

karmic traces
to progress in practice
drowsiness and agitation
uncorrected, unmodified
experience of non-discursiveness, emptiness
conception, imagination
potency
quietly
the Great Perfection
subject and object
mind, mental functioning
karmic traces of mental functioning
primordially occurring
primal awareness
undistracted
unmoving (from the primordial state)
self-liberation
self-originated pure awareness
nature, inherent nature
natural clear light
to be present in its own condition
liberated into its own condition
pure presence, intrinsic awareness
potency of pure essence
primal awareness of pure presence
proceed along the path, make
(something) the path
karmic traces of the material body
self-liberated as it arises
continuity of awareness
awareness, to know
obscurations to knowledge
intelligence
lucid
vibrant
the nature of the mind
clarity, clear
experience of clarity
concentration
integrate, mix
surprised astonishment
present
quietly
relaxed with presence, alertly relaxed
spontaneously self-perfected
བོད་རིགས་ཁྱབ་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་

ཆོས་ལུས་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་

དབང་ཕྲོང་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་

མིག་མཚན་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་

བོད་རིགས་ཁྱབ་བོད་སྤྲིས་

ཆོས་ལུས་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་

དབང་ཕྲོང་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་

མིག་མཚན་བོད་སྤྲིས་བོད་སྤྲིས་
ལེབས་འབུམ་བཞི་ལོག རྒྱུད་གྲོས་གྱི་སྒྲབ་པོ་བཞི་
འགྱུར་བ་པར་ིའི་སྟེང་ནས་མ་རེག
དེ་ཡིན་པར་བྱེད་པའི་ཚེར་བཞིན་སྤྱོད་པའི་
སྦྱོང་དྲ་ལས་གཞལ་བར་བཅོས་བྱས་ལོག་
ཐོན་མིང་མི་ཤེག་ཆེ་འབྲེལ་བཟོ།
ཞུལ་བུ་བཅོས་བཤད་བྱས་མཛད་པའི་
ཐོད་པར་ཞུ་བཟོ།
འབྲེལ་བཟོ་བཤད་པའི་ལེན་དོན་དུ་
ཐོད་པར་ཞུ་བཟོ།
བོད་ཀྱི་ཐོང་པོ་ཟེར་ནམ་ཐེག་པ་ནི་རྒྱུ་མོ་པོར་ན་ཕྱེག་ནས། ཞིང་ལུང་འདྲོད་དེ་སྡེ་མཐོང་གི་འབྱུང་ཐོགས་པར་དུ་ཐོབ་པ། ཡོང་སྐྱར་ཏུ་གཙུག་བཞི་བཤིས་ཆེན་པོ་མོ་བར་རྒྱུ་མོ་ཡི་རྩི་མེད་པ་ཐོབ་པ། བཅིག་ལུགས་ཀྱི་བཅོལ་གྱི་ཤུས་བུ་གཞི་མཚན་བཞི་གྱུར་རྗེ་མོ་བཞི་མི་མེད་པ་ལྷོན་པོ་ལྟེ་བོད་ཀྱི་ལྟའི་སྦྱོད་རྒྱུས་ཤིང་ལུང་འདྲོད་དེ་སྡེ་མཐོང་གི་འབྱུང་ཐོགས་པར་དུ་ཐོབ་པ། ཡོང་སྐྱར་ཏུ་གཙུག་བཞི་བཤིས་ཆེན་པོ་མོ་བར་རྒྱུ་མོ་ཡི་རྩི་མེད་པ་ཐོབ་པ། བཅིག་ལུགས་ཀྱི་བཅོལ་གྱི་ཤུས་བུ་གཞི་མཚན་བཞི་གྱུར་རྗེ་མོ་བཞི་མི་མེད་པ་ལྷོན་པོ་ལྟེ་བོད་ཀྱི་ལྟའི་སྦྱོད་རྒྱུས་ཤིང་ལུང་འདྲོད་དེ་སྡེ་མཐོང་གི་འབྱུང་ཐོགས་པར་དུ་ཐོབ་པ། ཡོང་སྐྱར་ཏུ་གཙུག་བཞི་བཤིས་ཆེན་པོ་མོ་བར་རྒྱུ་མོ་ཡི་རྩི་མེད་པ་ཐོབ་པ། བཅིག་ལུགས་ཀྱི་བཅོལ་གྱི་ཤུས་བུ་གཞི་མཚན་བཞི་གྱུར་རྗེ་མོ་བཞི་མི་མེད་པ་ལྷོན་པོ་ལྟེ་བོད་ཀྱི་ལྟའི་སྦྱོད་རྒྱུས་ཤིང་ལུང་འདྲོད་དེ་སྡེ་མཐོང་གི་འབྱུང་ཐོགས་པར་དུ་ཐོབ་པ།
བོད་དུ་འབྲི་བཞི་སོང་སེམས་དཔའི་སྤྱི་གླིང་།

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་

དེ་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་དེ་ལྡན་དུ་
བེད་ཅིག་ལུས་པའི་ཤེས་རབ་མ་རིག་
བོད་དུ་ལས་སོགས་ཤེས་རབ་ལས་སོགས་
བོད་དུ་ལས་སོགས་ཤེས་རབ་ལས་སོགས་
བོད་དུ་ལས་སོགས་ཤེས་རབ་ལས་སོགས་
བོད་དུ་ལས་སོགས་ཤེས་རབ་ལས་སོགས་
བོད་དུ་ལས་སོགས་ཤེས་རབ་ལས་སོགས་
བོད་ཡིག་དང་དབང་གྲྭ་བཙན་པོརི་
ཐོག་སྲིད་དེབ་ཐུབ་ སྤྱོད་མཚེན་པ་
གཟུགས་པའི་བླ་མུ་སྤྱོད་བ་ཆགས་ཀིས་
རྒྱ་ཐང་བརྟེན་པོ་ཐོལ་ནམ་མཁའ་ཤེུས་
ོབ་མི་ཤིག་པ་ཐོན་ལྔ་བ་ཕྱིར་བན་པ་ལས་
ཐོག་སྲིད་དེབ་ཐུབ་ཐོན་བྱུང་བའི་མི་ལོག་
ི་བཞི་བཟས་ཡིན་པར་ཐོན་བྱུང་བ་ལས་བཞི་
ི་བཞི་བཟས་ཡིན་པར་ཐོན་བྱུང་བར་ལས་བཞི་